Design and field test of crosswise belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder on double ridges
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Abstract: In order to realize seedbed mechanization of whole plastic-film mulching on double ridges and to overcome the difficulty in crosswise belt type soil covering by whole plastic-film, a kind of crosswise belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder on double ridges was designed in this study. The key components of the sample machine was designed and its working parameters of seedbed soil covering device, crosswise-belt soil covering mechanism and profiling sowing depth adjustment device were determined. After numerical simulation on the film edge and crosswise soil covering by whole plastic-film on double ridges by discrete element method, the velocity and displacement of the oscillating plate, and the variation rate of amount of covered soil with time were explored. Field test results show that, when the advancing velocity of the machine was 0.50 m/s, the qualified rate of soil width covered on film edge of the seedbed reached 96.1%, qualified rate of crosswise soil belt width was 94.5%, qualified rate of soil thickness on seedbed was 95.3%, qualified rate of sowing depth was 89.3%, qualified rate of spacing between crosswise soil belts reached 93.6%, which all met related standards in China and satisfied design requirements, and could realize seedbed mechanization of whole plastic-film mulching on double ridges. Comparison tests on working performances of practical soil covering show a basic consistence with the seedbed soil covering simulation, and verified the effectiveness of the soil covering model built by using discrete element method.
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1 Introduction

Whole plastic-film sowing technology on double ridges in arid land is a breakthrough and innovation in the arid areas in northwestern China, and initially proposed for corn production. After finishing tillage, film-mulching and soil covering on the big and small ridges and seedbed, the seeder could sow seeds on the film on the ditches of small ridge[1,2]. With its significant performance in drought control and production increase, the whole plastic-film sowing technology on double ridges[5-8] is extensively developed integrative machine for whole plastic-film mulching and soil covering on double ridges with enterprises. However, there are some difficulties in such machine. It could only realize vertical laying of the soil belts on film, which is not good for positioning and settlement of film, the laying of crosswise soil belts should be finished by human labor and requires high labor intensity[7]. Moreover, the soil elevating part of the machine is transmitted by a canvas belt, which may easily cause slippage and wearing during operation[11,12].

To address the problems and further improve the reliability of seedbed mechanization by whole plastic-film mulching on double ridges and enhance wind resistance ability of film, increase the effects of intercepting rainfall runoff of the film-covered seedbed, improve the infiltration ability of ridge and furrow rainwater. Effectively alleviate the plastic film covered farmland holding water decline problem, on the basis of integrating the agronomic requirements of the whole plastic-film sowing technology on double ridges and current studies, a kind of crosswise belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder on double ridges was designed in this paper, and the key components of the seeder
were analyzed, with the aim of solving the problems effectively.

2 Machine structure and working principles

2.1 Structure

As is shown in Figure 1, the crosswise belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder is mainly composed of a drive shaft, a hanger, a fertilizer spraying system, a rotary blade group, the crosswise belt soil covering device, a soil covering device on film edge, a film-mulching device, hill-drop planter and a sowing depth adjustment device.
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Figure 1  Structure of the crosswise belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder on double ridges

In working, the seeder covers soil continuously on the film over the big ridges; it covers crosswise soil belts intermittently on the small ridges; and covers soil and sowing seeds continuously in the ditches. The crosswise belt soil covering device is mainly composed of an opening lever, an oscillating plate and reset springs; the sowing adjustment device is mainly composed of positioning screw and four-bar profiling device; film edge soil covering device is mainly made up of scraper type soil elevator and soil covering enclosure; the scraper type soil elevator is mainly made up of elevating belt, soil scraper and the transmission mechanism\(^{[13,14]}\).

The structure parameters of crosswise belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder on double ridges are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine size (length×width×height)</td>
<td>m×m×m</td>
<td>1.78×1.50×1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tractor horsepower</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>22.1-29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkage</td>
<td></td>
<td>three-point suspension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilization of rows</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating speed</td>
<td>km·h(^{-1})</td>
<td>2.80-3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>hm(^{-2})·h(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.26-0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilize depth</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>70-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary tillage depth</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>100-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridging height</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>100-150/150-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridging width</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>400-700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of crosswise belt soil covering</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>90-110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing distance of crosswise belt soil covering</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of covering soil</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>20-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seedling distance of crop</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>250-350 (adjustable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of seeding under the film</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>30-50 (adjustable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Analysis of the working process

As is shown in Figure 2, the seeder is suspended after a four-wheel tractor during field work. The power of the tractor is input into the gearbox and transmitted to rotary tillage blade shaft, which drives the rotary blade group to loosen the soil at the seedbed. There is a fertilizer distribution device under the fertilizer box that fertilizes the ditches on both sides of the small ridge driven by the ground wheel and sprays chemical agents on the big and small ridges; the ground film also rotates synchronously with the rotating mulching device and covers on the soil by the unfolding roller. The seeder delivers soil to the soil covering enclosure through the soil elevator. The soil covering enclosure can divide the soil into four ways, in which the covering soil at both sides of film is delivered by the side soil bin, and other soil drops to the crosswise belt soil covering device under the influence of gravity and discharged to finish soil covering on the ditches. In the meantime, sowing is finished with the help of hill-drop wheels. In addition, with the advancing of the machine, some soil on the crosswise belt soil covering device is discharged through the soil outlet, other soil piles up constantly, and the contact between the opening lever and ground wheel tooth caused intermittent vibration of the oscillating plate, which shakes off the soil on it and finishes crosswise soil belt covering on seedbed with constant spacing of whole plastic-film mulching on double ridges.
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Figure 2  Transmission path

2.3 Agronomic requirements in soil covering

The corresponding agronomic planting model of the crosswise-belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder on double ridges is shown in Figure 3. The seedbed of whole plastic-film mulching on double ridges has two big ridges
and a small ridge, covering a total width of 1100 mm. A big ridge is 700 mm in width and 100-150 mm in height; the small ridge is 400 mm in width and 150-200 mm in height. The ridges are all covered by film and seeds are sown in the ditches. During mechanized film-mulching and soil covering, white mulching film with width of 1200 mm (thickness of 0.01 mm) was laid by taking the small ridge as the central datum, namely, a whole piece of mulching film is covered on the small ridge and the ditches on both sides. Then, the mulching film is stretched sideways to 1/2 of the big ridges on both sides, and finish soil covering and pressing on film edges and ditches simultaneously. Meanwhile, during the film covering of current small ridge, its left side of the film on the left of 1/2 big ridge is just docked with the film of last set of the right of big ridge, and realizes full-film coverage on big ridge with the connection of central soil belts, and the overall width of the bottom of the double ridge covered by the whole mulch is about 1100 mm[15,16].

Meanwhile, in order to further improve the ability of resisting film uncovering by wind of the seedbed and enhance its effect in intercepting rainfall runoff, there should be crosswise soil belt covered with a spacing on the surface of the small ridge. According to the specific requirements on soil covering, the width of the crosswise soil belt is 100 mm, width of soil covered on ditches is 40 mm, the covered soil thickness on each part is 25 mm, and the spacing between crosswise soil belts is 1500 mm.

3 Simulation and design of key components

3.1 Seedbed soil covering device

As is shown in Figure 4, the seedbed soil covering device is mainly composed of a body frame, a scraper type soil elevator, a crosswise belt soil covering device and a side soil groove. When the seedbed soil covering device is working, the rotary blade group cuts soil at a high speed and throws the soil to the soil elevator, on which the scraper rotates clockwise at a uniform speed and elevates the soil. When the soil is overturned by the soil elevator immediately, the soil drops down under gravity and divides to the soil grooves on both side and the oscillating plate. Since the tilted oscillating plate can shake off soil through intermittent vibration, some soil on the oscillating plate would slide to the ditch of the small ridge through the symmetrical soil outlets, while the remaining soil would drop down with the vibration of the oscillating plate and form the crosswise soil belt.

The soil covering for each part on the whole plastic-film seedbed on double ridges is shown in Figure 5. The width of the scraper type soil elevator $B_1=800$ mm. Then calculate the overall amount of soil elevated by rotary tillage and soil amount delivered by each component within the working range of the spacing between crosswise soil belts (1500 mm), in order to further determine the central distance $B_2$ between the two soil grooves on both sides.

Based on the agronomic requirement in soil covering of the seedbed of whole plastic-film mulching on double ridges, then:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q &= Q_1 + Q_2 + Q_3 + Q_4 + Q_5, \\
Q_1 &= \gamma \beta_1 h, \\
Q_2 &= \gamma \beta_2 h, \\
Q_3 &= \gamma \beta_3 h, \\
Q_4 &= \gamma \beta_4 h.
\end{align*}
\]

where, $Q$ is the total soil amount covered on the seedbed, kg; $Q_1$ is the soil amount covered on the left center of the seedbed, kg; $Q_2$ is the soil amount covered on the right center of the seedbed, kg; $Q_3$ is the soil amount on the ditch left of the seedbed, kg; $Q_4$ is the soil amount covered on the right of the seedbed, kg; $Q_5$ is the soil amount at crosswise belt of the seedbed, kg; $\gamma$ is the volume weight.
could deliver a total of 5.23 kg soil. Both sides could deliver 4.875 kg respectively, oscillating plate can elevate 14.98 kg soil by rotary tillage, and the soil outlets on both sides could deliver 4.875 kg respectively, oscillating plate could deliver a total of 5.23 kg soil.

Based on Equation (1), it can be obtained that \( Q_{B1} = Q_{B2} = 4.875 \text{ kg}; Q_{B3} = Q_{B4} = 4.875 \text{ kg}; Q_{B5} = 14.98 \text{ kg} \). Therefore, by referring to the role of each part of the seedbed in soil covering, it can be concluded that when the machine advances for 1500 mm in the field, the scraper type soil elevator with a width of 800 mm can elevate 14.98 kg soil by rotary tillage, and the soil outlets on both sides could deliver 4.875 kg respectively, oscillating plate could deliver a total of 5.23 kg soil.

Compared with the position of scraper type soil elevator on the seedbed soil covering device, the center distance between the soil outlets on both sides \( B_2 \) is the key parameter that influences the working performance in film-mulching and soil covering. When \( B_2 \) is too large, the soil amount in the oscillating plate is too great and may result in wider crosswise soil belt, the constant discharged soil from the oscillating plate may even cover the whole plastic-film; when \( B_2 \) is too small, there would be too much soil going into the soil outlets and result in excessive soil amount in the central soil belt on mulching film and less effective daylighting area for the film on the big ridge, indicating a failure of crosswise soil belt laying. Suppose that the soil is filled uniformly during the work of the scraper type soil elevator, then the valid working length is directly proportional to delivered soil amount, and:

\[
\frac{B_1}{B_2 + B_4} = \frac{Q_{B1} + Q_{B2} + Q_{B3}}{Q_{B3} + Q_{B4}}
\]

(2)

\[
\begin{align*}
B_1 & = B_2 + B_3 + B_4 \\
B_1 & = B_4 \\
B_1 & = B_4
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

Based on Equation (2), it can be obtained that the distance between centers of the soil outlets on both sides \( B_2 = 0.28 \text{ mm} \); the valid working length between soil outlets and the scraper type soil elevator \( B_4 = B_4 = 0.26 \text{ mm} \).

### 3.2 The crosswise belt soil covering mechanism

The structure of the crosswise belt soil covering mechanism is shown in Figure 6. In working, when the ground wheel makes a round, the tooth on the ground wheel touch the opening lever on the oscillating plate once, then the opening lever drives open the oscillating plate, soil falls down and presses on the film. Finally the crosswise belt soil covering and film pressing is finished and the oscillating plate returns to its original position under the action of the reset spring.

In working, when the ground wheel makes a round, the crosswise belt soil covering mechanism opens for one time, and lays soil belt on the seeded bed of whole plastic-film mulching on double ridges. The spacing distance between crosswise soil belts \( l_1 \) is 1500 mm, then the diameter of the ground wheel is:

\[
r = \frac{l_1}{2\pi}
\]

(4)

where, \( l_1 \) is the spacing distance between crosswise soil belts, mm, which is 1500 mm; \( r \) is ground wheel diameter, mm.

It can be obtained from Equation (4) that ground wheel diameter \( r = 238.8 \text{ mm} \).

According to the advancing velocity of the machine, the vibration frequency of the crosswise belt soil covering device is:

\[
f = \frac{1}{T} = \frac{V_1}{l_1}
\]

(5)

where, \( f \) is the vibration frequency of the crosswise belt soil covering device, Hz; \( T \) is the vibration period of the device, s; \( V_1 \) is the advancing velocity of the device, m/s, which is 0.50 m/s.

It can be obtained by Equation (5) that, the vibration frequency of the crosswise belt soil covering device \( f = 0.33 \text{ Hz} \), its vibration period \( T = 3.03 \text{ s} \), namely, under the linkage of the opening lever and the reset spring, the crosswise belt soil covering mechanism can complete periodic open and close of the oscillating plate within 3.03 s. In the process of operation, the crosswise belt soil covering mechanism could be opened and closed in an orderly way by vibration, and under the action of the opening lever on the oscillating plate, uniform laying of each soil covering belt can be realized, with appropriate soil covering amount and interval is constant to ensure the quality of soil covering of crosswise belt of seed bed.

### 3.3 Simulated sowing depth adjustment device

Since most of the cultivated land in the arid area of northwestern China is hilly land, for convenience of simulation and adjustment of sowing depth, a simulated sowing depth adjustment device was designed. The device is mainly composed of a body frame, a sowing depth adjustment rod, a wheel type hill-drop planter and a profiling mechanism, as is shown in Figure 3. Considering the landform of the film-mulched seedbed, the sowing depth adjustment rod can rotate to adjust sowing depth (30-50 mm). When the sowing depth adjustment rod extends by rotating counterclockwise, the soil opener moves downward and the sowing depth increases; when the sowing depth adjustment rod turns back, the hill-drop wheel is elevated and the sowing depth reduces\(^{[17]}\).
sowing depth. Suppose the real rolling radius of the hill-drop wheel is \( R_s \), then the number of soil openers is:

\[
\text{number of soil openers} = \frac{2\pi R}{L} = \frac{2\pi R + \pi h + 40}{L} \tag{6}
\]

where, \( z \) is number of soil openers; \( R \) is the radius of the hill-drop wheel, mm, which is 400 mm; \( L \) is the seedling distance of crop, which is 300 mm; \( h \) is sowing depth, mm, which is 30-50 mm.

Then calculate Equation (6) and round off the result, and the number of soil openers of hill-drop wheel \( z = 9 \).

4 Simulation and result analysis of the soil covering process

4.1 Parameter setting

In order to further analyze the characteristics of soil elevating, soil delivering, crosswise soil covering and soil covering on film edges during working of the crosswise-belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder on double ridges, Discrete Element Method (EDEM) was adopted for numerical simulation of the working process of the seedbed soil covering device. For convenience in calculation and analysis on the model, spherical working process of the seedbed soil covering device, as is shown in Figure 8(a). When \( t = 1.26 \) s, there were 3 paths of soil delivery by the soil elevator into the soil outlets and oscillating plate; when \( t = 1.83 \) s, the soil on the top of big ridge, ditches of the small ridge and the crosswise soil belts took shape, and the flow velocity of the soil particles at the end of the soil groove was slightly higher than that at the soil outlets (Figure 8c); during \( t = 5.23 \) s, there was an accumulated amount of soil on the oscillating plate, and there was some sliding surface soil on the tilted and vibrating plate (with sliding velocity of about 0.2-0.4 m/s), which widened the crosswise soil belt in an unclear shape (Figure 8i), which may easily result in invalid daylighting area on the film-mulched seedbed. Therefore, the working velocity of the oscillating plate, displacement and amount of vibrated soil amount are the key factors that affect the soil belt laying performance.

4.2 Simulation of the seedbed soil covering process

The software EDEM was applied to simulate the crosswise soil covering and soil covering on film edges by the crosswise-belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder. Figure 8(a-i) shows the soil elevating and delivering process and the soil covering form of the soil covering device at advancing velocity of 0.50 m/s and during period of \( t = 0.65-6.0 \) s. Since the soil delivering situation in both soil outlets and the oscillating plate should be observed, the simulation should start after stable elevation of soil by the scraper type soil elevator, therefore, from \( t = 0.65 \) s, the EDEM numerical simulation may approximate the working status of the seedbed soil covering, as is shown in Figure 8(a). When \( t = 1.26 \) s, there were 3 paths of soil delivery by the soil elevator into the soil outlets and oscillating plate; when \( t = 1.83 \) s, the soil on the top of big ridge, ditches of the small ridge and the crosswise soil belts took shape, and the flow velocity of the soil particles at the end of the soil groove was slightly higher than that at the soil outlets (Figure 8c); during \( t = 5.23 \) s, there was an accumulated amount of soil on the oscillating plate, and there was some sliding surface soil on the tilted and vibrating plate (with sliding velocity of about 0.2-0.4 m/s), which widened the crosswise soil belt in an unclear shape (Figure 8i), which may easily result in invalid daylighting area on the film-mulched seedbed. Therefore, the working velocity of the oscillating plate, displacement and amount of vibrated soil amount are the key factors that affect the soil belt laying performance.

4.3 Velocity of the soil covering oscillating plate

Figure 8 shows that, as long as the scraper-type soil elevator can deliver an appropriate amount of soil, the soil covering operation on the top of the big ridge and in the ditches the small ridges may keep stable; and the laying quality of the crosswise soil belts between the ditches is associated with the velocity and direction of the oscillating plate. For this reason, the variation law of the velocity of the oscillating plate during the whole operation process was measured. Since the oscillating plate is repeatedly opened and closed in the vertical direction, its working variation status during 0-2.5 s was analyzed.

As is shown in Figure 9, the oscillating plate presented maximum velocities in opening at 0.26 s and 2.09 s, which were 11.6 mm/s and 12.71 mm/s, and at 0.32 s and 2.15 s, respectively. The maximum velocities in closing were -145.07 mm/s and -137.58 mm/s, respectively. It can be concluded that the opening velocity of the oscillating plate is significantly lower than the closing velocity. It can be seen from the curve in Figure 9 that, in order to ensure uniform crosswise soil belts during the opening process of the oscillating plate, its velocity was basically constant; and in order to avoid falling of soil on film on the small ridge after the crosswise soil belts were laid, there was quick-return motion of the oscillating plate during the closing process. The entire opening and closing process of the oscillating plate in laying crosswise soil belts required only 0.06 s, to ensure the accumulation of the soil in the oscillating plate again for subsequent laying of crosswise soil belts.

It can be concluded from the velocity and time variation curve of the oscillating plate that, the velocities of repeated opening and closing of the oscillating plate had some differences in different cycles, but the overall variation trend was basically the same. It is associated with the soil weight and the different terrains of seedbed.

---

**Table 2** Parameters of materials and contact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soil particles</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shear modulus/MPa</td>
<td>1.0×10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Density/kg·m^-3</td>
<td>1364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scraper and enclosure wall</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shear modulus/MPa</td>
<td>3.5×10^10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Density/kg·m^-3</td>
<td>7850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle-particle</td>
<td>Recovery coefficient</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static friction coefficient</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamic friction coefficient</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle-scraper, enclosure wall</td>
<td>Recovery coefficient</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static friction coefficient</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamic friction coefficient</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulation time step is 1.23×10^-5 s, which is 40% of Rayleigh time step, and the simulation lasted for 6.50 s. According to the structural design of the seedbed soil covering device, there were 12 scrapers on the scraper type soil elevator, and the distance between every two scrapers was set to 130 mm, and the width was 800 mm. In addition, a complete circle of each scraper includes linear motion and rotary motion, and the velocity of linear soil delivering was 0.50 m/s; the shaking soil plate is trapezoid-shaped, with the upper top width of 280 mm, and the lower bottom width of 520 mm. It made reciprocating rotation around a fixed axis. The motion of the two components was controlled by dynamic coupling through the coupling server panel in the EDEM. The particle factory was a rectangular plane of 555 mm×250 mm. The number of soil particles generated per second by the unilateral particle factory is 9.50×10^4[21,22].
Figure 8  Process and rules for crosswise belt and film edge soil covering

4.4 Displacement of the oscillating plate

The displacement of the oscillating plate in opening process is the key factor that affects the soil amount of crosswise soil belts and their thickness. If the displacement in opening process is too small, the soil amount shaken off by the oscillating plate is small, and thus cannot meet the requirements of the crosswise soil covering operation on seedbed of whole plastic-film mulching on double ridges, and the crosswise soil covering comes to a failure. When the displacement in opening process is too large, the closing time of the oscillating plate is relatively increased, and may result in insignificant effect of soil covering on the big ridge and reduce effective daylighting area on the film-mulched seedbed and the improving temperature effect of the seedbed of whole plastic-film mulching on double ridges.

As is shown in the curve in Figure 10, during operation of the oscillating plate, the maximum value of displacement in opening process of the oscillating plate at 0.26 s and 2.09 s respectively, and the mean value of them is –513.79 mm, which could ensure the quick shaking off of soil from the oscillating plate. While in 0.26-2.09 s during which the oscillating plate is closed, its displacement became positive, with interval average value of 18.66 mm. The reason for this situation is quick-return motion during closing process of the oscillating plate, which makes the plate quickly reset and rush upward instantly under the influence of the hinge. This is also the main reason for the soil scattering on the film surface in crosswise soil belt covering.

It can be concluded from the displacement and time variation curve of the oscillating plate that, the displacements of repeated opening and closing of the oscillating plate had some differences in different cycles, but the overall variation trend was basically the same. Therefore the consistency in crosswise soil belt covering and stability of soil amount could be ensured.
Due to the special agronomic requirements for double ridges with whole plastic-film, the seedbed soil-covering device should realize different soil amount covering in different stages, and the soil in both soil grooves and the film-mulched soil in the soil outlets should keep flowing, while the crosswise soil belt should be laid intermittently, as is shown in Figure 11. Therefore, it is necessary to further analyze the process of soil covering variation process, and observe the soil movement status in the areas within the yellow frame and red frame.

Figure 12 shows the variation of different soil amount during different soil covering stages of the seedbed soil covering device.

The variation curve of covered soil amount shows that, during 0 s and 1.0 s, the soil covering device of the combined operation machine did not deliver the soil to the soil grooves and the oscillating plate, so the soil amount in the seedbed per unit length was 0 kg/m. From 1.0 s to 3.0 s, the soil amount kept increasing, especially after 1.5 s, the soil was gradually delivered stably into the soil grooves and the crosswise belt oscillating plate, and the covered soil amount kept over 9 kg/m. At the instant of opening of oscillating plate in the 3rd second, the amount of covered soil reached maximum, which was 9.98 kg/m. Then the amount of covered soil showed a cyclical period of 3.0 s with the repetitive work of the seedbed soil covering device, and the amount of soil covering kept relatively stable.

5 Verification test

5.1 Test conditions and materials

The field performance test of the crosswise-belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder was carried out in Tao River Tractor Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Gansu Province, which is Experimental Field of the Gansu Agricultural University Lintao Dry Farming Equipment Experts Courtyard, the field performance test of the crosswise belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder on double ridges was carried out (Figure 13). The soil in the test site was loessal soil with soil moisture content of 14.9%-16.1%, soil bulk density of 1300 kg/m³, soil compactness was <0.16 MPa. The test field was flat, loose with few weeds. A white roll-shaped mulch film (with thickness of 0.01 mm) was installed on the attached film-covering device, and pulled under unfolding roll to the ground [23]. The supporting power of the working machine was 22.1 kW Tao River-304 wheeled tractor, with advancing speed of 0.50 m/s in the test.

5.2 Test scheme and method

According to NY/T 986-2006, the standard for working quality of film laying machine; DB 62/T 1935-2010, the standard for operational procedures and working quality acceptance of whole plastic-film laying machine on double ridges; the standard for technical specification on for whole plastic-film corn mechanization on double ridges, the qualified rate of soil covering width at film edge and width of crosswise soil belts, qualified rate of soil thickness on the seedbed, qualified rate of sowing depth and qualified rate of spacing between crosswise soil belts.

The measuring points for the qualified rate of soil covering width at film edge and width of crosswise soil belts, qualified rate of soil thickness on the seedbed, qualified rate of sowing depth and qualified rate of spacing between crosswise soil belts were randomly selected. At each measuring point, soil covering width at film edge and width of crosswise soil belts, soil thickness on the seedbed, sowing depth were measured and averaged respectively:
where, \(Y_1\) is qualified rate of covered soil width on the seedbed, %; \(Y_2\) is the qualified rate of soil covering width at film edge, %; \(Y_3\) is the qualified rate of width of crosswise soil belts, %; \(Y_4\) is the qualified rate of sowing depth under film, %; \(m_0\) is total number of measuring points; \(m_1\) is qualified measuring points in soil covering width at film edge; \(m_2\) is qualified measuring points in width of crosswise soil belts; \(m_3\) is qualified measuring points in covered soil thickness on the seedbed; \(m_4\) is qualified measuring points in sowing depth.

A length of 15 m seedbed of whole plastic-film mulching on double ridges was randomly selected, and the spacing of the crosswise soil belts was measured, and (1500±25) mm was identified as qualified. The average measured values of 10 operation plots were taken as test result. The equation for the qualified rate of the spacing between crosswise soil belts is:

\[
Y_s = \frac{t}{t_0} \times 100\% \quad (11)
\]

where, \(Y_s\) is the qualified rate of the spacing between crosswise soil belts, %; \(t_0\) is total number of measuring points; \(t\) is number of qualified measuring points in spacing of crosswise soil belts.

### 5.3 Test results and analysis

The field test result of the crosswise-belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder on double ridges is shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test indexes</th>
<th>Standard values</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qualified rate of soil covering width at film edge%</td>
<td>≥90</td>
<td>96.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualified rate of width of crosswise soil belts%</td>
<td>≥90</td>
<td>94.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualified rate of soil covering width at film edge%</td>
<td>≥90</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualified rate of sowing depth under film%</td>
<td>≥75</td>
<td>93.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualified rate of spacing of crosswise soil belts%</td>
<td>≥90</td>
<td>89.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test result shows that, all the test indexes of the crosswise-belt type whole plastic-film ridging-mulching corn seeder on double ridges could meet the requirements of corresponding national standards. It was observed in the test that, the stable operation performance of seedbed soil covering device and the crosswise belt soil covering mechanism, so the qualified rate of soil covering width at film edge, qualified rate of width of crosswise soil belts, qualified rate of soil covering width at film edge and other indicators were higher than 94%, it ensuring the quality of seed bed construction. By adjusting the simulated sowing depth device, which was ensured that the qualified rate of sowing depth under film was more than 90%. But when the operation ground is rough with many soil clods and stones, wheel slippage of the working machine may be easily caused, resulting in failure of starting the crosswise belt type soil covering device. This is also one of the main factors for low qualified rate between crosswise soil belts of the sample machine.

In the practical operation of the prototype, the differences of soil agglomeration degree and the variation range of soil moisture content in rotary tillage were large, which would lead to a rather complex process of ridging, mulching and seeding. However, it limited by the simulation means, the complicated actual operation process was simplified, and only the simulation and experimental on the seed bed soil covering operation process was carried out, which was different from the actual operation process.

Based on Figures 14a, 14b, the comparison on working performances of simulated seedbed soil covering and practical soil covering showed basic consistence, and verified the soil covering model by the discrete element method. Thus it is feasible to simulate the whole plastic-film crosswise belt and film edge soil covering on double ridges by EDEM.

### 6 Conclusions

1) Considering the agronomic requirements of whole plastic-film sowing on double ridges, a kind of crosswise-belt type whole plastic-film combined operation machine for ridging-mulching on double ridges was developed to determine the transmission system, and the seedbed soil covering device and crosswise belt soil covering mechanism, profiling sowing depth adjustment mechanism were also designed. Its key working parameters were analyzed and calculated based on related requirements on its working performance.

2) EDEM was applied in numerical simulation of the crosswise soil covering and soil covering on film edge. The delivery, distribution and motion status of elevated soil in the scraper type soil elevator, soil covering enclosure, soil grooves on both sides and the oscillating plate were obtained, also the variation rules of velocity of oscillating plate, displacement of oscillating plate and amount of covered soil with time were also explored. The entire opening and closing process of the oscillating plate in laying crosswise soil belts required only 0.06 s, and the covered soil amount kept over 9 kg/m. The amount of covered soil showed a cyclical period of 3.0 s with the repetitive work of the seedbed soil covering device, and the amount of soil covering kept relatively stable. Then the factors affecting the soil covering effect at different positions in the mechanization process of the whole plastic-film seedbed on double ridges were clarified.

3) Field test results show that, the qualified rate of seedbed soil covering thickness at film ridge was 96.1%, qualified rate of crosswise soil belt width was 94.5%, the qualified rate of covered soil thickness was 93.6%, the qualified rate of sowing depth under film was 89.3%, and the qualified rate of spacing between crosswise soil belts was 93.6%. All the test indexes could meet the related requirements of national standards, and test result could meet the design requirement and the device can realize the mechanization process of the whole plastic-film seedbed on double ridges.
ridges. Comparison on working performances of simulated seedbed soil covering and practical soil covering showed basic consistency, and verified the soil covering model by discrete element method.
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